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Ena> Hello Kathy!
Kathy Panzella> Is Kay going to lecture here?
Ena> Hi Bill!!
Ena> Yes, she is!
Bill Evanochko> Hi Ena.
Bill Evanochko> Hello to everyone else
Ena> How are you Bill...good to see you both!
Kathy Panzella> Hello all, I'm interested in markets & eclipses.
Ena> Good Kathy...Kaye's very knowledgeable!
Bill Evanochko> Very Good. Am over the Flu and finished Astro104 and passed.
What more could I ask for.
Ena> :-)
Kathy Panzella> astro 104-intro courrse?
Ena> It's certification preparation, Kathy...I'm not sure "intro" could be
adequately applied in its description.
Bill Evanochko> Yes.
Ena> Hi Susan!
Bill Evanochko> Hi Susan.
Susan> Hi, y'all!
Bill Evanochko> Long time no heard from.
Ena> Bill's bragging about passing 104, Susan! :-)
Kathy Panzella> I've studied Astrology for over 20 yrs-glad computers are
finally here. Used to take hours to do a chart!
Ena> Yes, I started studying astrology in 1968, Kathy, doing charts,
etc...finally started classes in 1979 and started on my certification quest.
Bill Evanochko> Not bragging just pleased.
Susan> He did good work!
Kathy Panzella> Any of you trade stocks?
Bill Evanochko> not yet, just mutuals for now.
Susan> No...not yet...on the stock ?
Ena> Kaye should be here shortly...Just spoke with her over the phone.
Ena> She's having a bit of a problem getting logged on! :-\
Bill Evanochko> Ena, will there be a transcript from yesterdays seminar?
Ena> Yes, Bill...I hope to have it up before the day's over.
Bill Evanochko> Cool.
Ena> But by tomorrow, for sure.
Ena> Hi Kaye!
Susan> Did you get a big crowd for last night's lecture?
Bill Evanochko> Hi Kaye.
Susan> Hi, Kaye!
kaye> sorry I'm late
kaye> where are all of you currently located
kaye> I'm in Dallas Texas
Bill Evanochko> Bill, Sudbury Canada
Ena> I wasn't here last night, Susan...Rob and Lisa were here and we ate late in
the evening.
Susan> Georgia
Kathy Panzella> Its amazing- I lost $$ last month- read Meridian`s column in
Astrology mag the month before & FORGOT about it. The market dropped.Hi, Kaye.
Was discussing recent mkt. drop
Kathy Panzella> Im in Atlanta
Ena> Oh, nice city, Kathy!

Susan> My favorite place to visit! I'm in the boonies...about 3 hours from
Atlanta.
kaye> The NASDAQ dropped because Saturn was exactly conjunct its natal Saturn
during that week.
kaye> As soon as Jupiter came through it went up.
Kathy Panzella> Met you at UAC & glad to have your book but need advice on
eclipses- Last solar eclipse hurt me financially!!
kaye> Kathy what house was it in
kaye> The NASDAQ drop shows what Jupiter and Saturn can do
Kathy Panzella> March 6 eclipse , sun & moon at 15 Pisces in my 10 th,
intercepted
kaye> Saturn quite often means the financial structure of the entity
Kathy Panzella> also, conjunct my north node
kaye> In a company, it is the CFO
kaye> Kathy your eclipse to the North Node is an example we need to look at...
kaye> First of all it indicates that you need to change something about your
career -- 10th house.
kaye> If you change, things get better...
Kathy Panzella> You may be right about the career!! Trading stocks is stressful
& I don`t always make $$!!so I should look at NASD chart & aspects to it rather
than my natal chart?
kaye> This is what I try to teach in Financial astrology get set for a long
bunch of sentences:
kaye> You will notice that although the market dropped precipitously, some
stocks did not drop as much as others.
kaye> If you were invested in certain stocks -- say Oracle -- you would have
made up the loss by now. The reason is that Oracle has a very strong chart for
this period of time.
kaye> Microsoft has a rather weak chart at the moment, but it will strengthen as
Jupiter moves into Gemini.
kaye> My version of Financial Astrology assumes that you are willing to hang
onto a stock for over a year.
Kathy Panzella> I have Bill Meridian`s book. I seem to be buying too far out ( 2
months ahead of Jup transit) -maybe 2 wks is better- I`ve been daytrading & got
a big margin call. I gambled & lost!
kaye> That happens. And Bill's book seems like you can day trade, but it
doesn't really work that way.
Kathy Panzella> For July eclipses, look to NASDAC chart?
kaye> Our stock club was all bent out of shape last month; this month they will
be happier. But they were smart enough not to sell.
kaye> No Kathy you look at each individual company you wish to buy...
kaye> both their incorporation chart and their IPO chart...
Kathy Panzella> The july 1 eclipse hits my uranus, 13 cancer, conj my 2nd house
cusp. Stay out or in market? In & use stops?
kaye> that is what you look for first
Kathy Panzella> ok
Bill Evanochko> What is an IPO chart
kaye> Your chart could make money.
kaye> The IPO chart is the date the company first trades its stock on an
exchange.
Bill Evanochko> O.K. Do you find both dates on a prospectus?
kaye> Bill Meridian's book has charts for first trades or IPO's
Bill Evanochko> Do we worry about the ascendant?
kaye> Bill, sometimes you can. You can also write and ask. The ascendant
kaye> is either 9:30 or 10:00 depending on what year the stock came onto the
market.
Bill Evanochko> Good to know.

kaye> Thus when the market opens is usually when it is traded
Bill Evanochko> That's for the IPO, but what about the incorporation chart? Any
hope there?
kaye> I use Bill Meridians book to scan what company I might be interested in
buying
kaye> I do not buy or sell more than 10 times per year
Kathy Panzella> Thanks. I`m just curious about eclipses, since I got recently
hammered! Meridian predicted mkt drop in Dell Horosfcope & I had read &
forgotten about. Did you also think the drop would happen? You said "the
exchanges are overwhelmed" And "volatile markets" for July1.
kaye> Yes the exchanges are overwhelmed and an eclipse usually predicts a drop
in the markets during the week following so that you can use them as a buying
opportunity...
kaye> however, not every stock will drop.
Kathy Panzella> Exchanges overwhelmed was your comment for Mar 6 & jup sq. Nep
on Mar 16
kaye> In the chart of the NYSE, Mercury is at 23 degrees Taurus.
kaye> The Jupiter/Saturn conjunction will add to the volatility.
kaye> Overwhelmed means record setting shares traded.
kaye> If you read various commentary on the exchanges, you will also read about
how their equipment is under stress.
Bill Evanochko> Kaye, A. Adams subscribed to the idea that playing the stocks
was basically gambling. You need a good natal chart to succeed in the markets.
Do you subscribe to the same idea..
Bill Evanochko> And if so, what would you look for in this type of chart?
kaye> Bill it helps to have Neptune in the Fifth...
Bill Evanochko> How about Jupiter in the fifth?
Kathy Panzella> Plan on drop after solar or lunar eclipse? NASD Saturn is 16
Taurus!! Drop Tomorrow & Wed??? I have natal Uranus on my 2nd house cusp!
kaye> also, you need Jupiter and Saturn in good aspects.
kaye> Kathy solar eclipse?
kaye> No Kathy, Saturn is 19 Taurus...
kaye> Jupiter is 16 Taurus
kaye> Thus The market will go up gradually because it is conjunct Saturn.
kaye> Market, I mean NASDAQ.
Susan> What is the birth chart info for NASDAQ?
kaye> For a person, Jupiter conjunct Saturn will discipline your finances; thus
you might save the money to buy a computer instead of charging it on your credit
card.
Kathy Panzella> I have Neptune in my 5th! Maybe I can make up my losses!! Thanks
for the shot of HOPE!!!My Jupiter in Aires (10th)squares my Uranus (2nd)&
Neptune (5th)
kaye> Kathy, you should sign up for my class.
kaye> You might as well gamble with intelligence!
Kathy Panzella> Trying to sell some land-possible closing next month. Can you
suggest some stocks-your favorites- where I can park my money?
kaye> I bumped myself off...
kaye> accidentally hit the mouse!
kaye> Back to the Jupiter Saturn conjunction on the NYSE Mercury...
kaye> Jupiter indicates sales in a company.
kaye> Saturn indicates the accounting department.
kaye> In a natal chart, the closer they are together the better you are at
managing both.
kaye> On Mercury, the NYSE might finally get its ability to communicate with its
volume.
kaye> It has been a bigger problem this year than the newspapers tell about

Kathy Panzella> which nyse chart are you using? I have Sun conj Saturn in my 5th
opposing Jupitter in my 1000th.
Kathy Panzella> sorry-10th
kaye> Jupiter then goes on to conjunct the Sun of the Tokyo exchange and then
the NYSE. The markets will go up.
kaye> If you invest in say a basket of Dow stocks, you will do very well in
June.
kaye> Sell right before the eclipse.
kaye> That is all for Kathy's benefit.
kaye> Bill how are you doing with this?
Bill Evanochko> Good, so far it makes perfect sense.
Susan> The July 1st eclipse will opp Bill's natal Sun at 10 Cap in the 4th.
kaye> The reason I wanted to do this lecture was to explain how these two
planets affect the markets.
kaye> They are very different energies.
Kathy Panzella> thanks. hope I get $$$ in June to invest before July1! which NY
chart do you use & where to find Jap chart?
kaye> I have recently had a bunch of clients with 1940 as a bithdate...
kaye> I use Lavoies chart for NYSE.
Kathy Panzella> thanks
kaye> and Jap is may16 1949
Kathy Panzella> what time?
kaye> This transit of Saturn ahead of Jupiter is causing all the 1940 clients to
worry about their retirement funds, since they have natal Saturn in Taurus.
kaye> They are worried. I guess that Jupiter will not bail them out.
Kathy Panzella> what time for jap chart?
kaye> Japan is 9:00 Tokyo
kaye> The transit of Saturn on my husband's natal Saturn and none of his horses
could do better than 3rd
kaye> Oh we own horses
Kathy Panzella> Thanks!My point of fortune is 15 Taurus. I hope Jupiter bails me
out! I am considering work in a charitable/ foundation/fundraising area.
kaye> Anyway, finally Jupiter helped out and on March 4, won their races.
kaye> Kathy, that can be interesting and a good way to add on karma points.
Kathy Panzella> Have you found that using Jupiter transits works- like over 75%
of the time?
kaye> With Neptune in the 5th you need to add some karma points once in a while.
kaye> I would go broke if I only looked at Jupiter transits. Take a look at the
chart for Katy industries.
kaye> In financial astrology, you have to look at the eclipses...FIRST!
kaye> Oh by the way, Bill...
Bill Evanochko> Kaye, don't certain stocks fit better with your natal chart?
Kathy Panzella> What symbol?
kaye> if you buy mutual funds, their inception date is shown in the morning
star.
kaye> Kathy: KT
Bill Evanochko> I don't know what you mean by "morning star"?
kaye> Mutual funds should be friendly to your natal chart, Bill.
Bill Evanochko> So far, they have been.
kaye> You keep them a long time usually
Bill Evanochko> yes.
kaye> Again, I talk about them in my classes.
Bill Evanochko> Some, a couple of years, others much longer.
Kathy Panzella> You said to look at the eclipses first. So look at stocks with
the eclipse Sun & moon aspecting the co. Jupiter?

Bill Evanochko> I certainly want to take your course, but I'm not sure I'm far
enough with the information to understand everything. That's my Capricorn sun
talking.
Bill Evanochko> I want to understand the transits, which I believe are coming in
the Astro201 course.
kaye> Bill, we start out with the easiest ideas first.
Bill Evanochko> O.K. I will save my pennies and see you in September!!
kaye> ok I'll wait for you to finish 201
Kathy Panzella> Can you answer my question on eclipses?When will your fin.astr.
class be offered?
kaye> I have used astrology to buy sell and trade in every area of my life.
kaye> For example, I clean the house when the moon is void of course.
kaye> Sometimes I'm lucky and there will be a whole month of Moon voids during
the middle of the night!
Susan> LOL
Kathy Panzella> look for eclipse sun & moon on corporations Jupiter? what stocks
do you like now?
kaye> Kathy, I write all over Bill M.'s book.
kaye> I don't have any specific ideas for the short term.
kaye> I am trying to find stocks that are involved in Fuel Cells.
kaye> This is my reasoning:
kaye> the recreational vehicle buffs have a magazine and
kaye> there was an article about fuel cells. It told how handy they can be for
Rvers.
Kathy Panzella> you mentioned looking at eclipses firrst-about 15 min ago-what
did you mean? My husband`s been looking @ Ballard & others- all got hit but
Ballard up recently.
kaye> Eclipse to sun is good, according to Bill M.
kaye> An eclipse to Saturn is awful.
kaye> In the book, his articles explain...
Kathy Panzella> looka2 pg 248-Battery Tech-Jupiter Taurus is trans 2nd house
opposing Jup & Pluto(next) in 8th-familiar w/this stock?
Kathy Panzella> thats Jupiter IN Taurus
Kathy Panzella> wouldn`t this do well with trans Jupiter in 2nd opposing natal
Pluto (conjunct nnode)in 8th?
kaye> Battery Tech will take till September to get some momentum.
kaye> Jupiter will then trine its Sun and it could be on a low now.
Kathy Panzella> good point
kaye> I only have one phone line so I can't look it up on AOL, but if it starts
up it could be a good company. Read about it first, then see what their new
product lines will be.
Kathy Panzella> OK, when is your fin ast class?
Ena> It starts next week, doesn't it Kaye?
kaye> Jupiter will conjunct its moon in a year and that might be good.
Ena> Kaye when does your class start?
kaye> Yes, next week. When we are finished look at the site.
kaye> Yes, we will have an afternoon class on Tues.
Kathy Panzella> will be out of town may 10-24.is the class every month? or can I
take lessons whenever I want?
kaye> We meet once a week for 14 weeks.
Kathy Panzella> are sessions like this-chat rooms?
kaye> You can get and read the class transcript and find out what you missed.
kaye> It really is fun!
kaye> The Tuesday afternoon class will have a fellow from Scotland and
kaye> a young lady from Denmark.
kaye> Thus, very interesting perspectives!
Kathy Panzella> like Q&A?chat rooms?

kaye> The class works just like this one did...
Kathy Panzella> I see. How to sign up?
Ena> They're like classes, Kathy.
Bill Evanochko> Kaye, the July 1st eclipse at 10' Cancer will oppose my natal
Sun at 10 degrees in my 4th house. What would that imply?
Kathy Panzella> what times on Tues?
kaye> You read a lecture and then join the class at the specified time for an
hour and half.
Ena> Except there are transcripts that are posted, so if you miss a class, you
can get it and keep up.
Ena> ::Ena, looking at the schedule::
Ena> I have on the schedule, Kaye, 1:30 Eastern time...is that correct, Kaye?
kaye> Yes.
kaye> Our Scotsman set the time.
Kathy Panzella> got to go get daughter from preschool! Hate to leave. Hope
classes aren`t at 2:30 each week, or I`ll miss all till June 6. !;30-3 pm would
be OK.I`d have to leave early till schools out.
Ena> Bill, are you an evening or day student?
kaye> So he wouldn't be asleep.
Bill Evanochko> I am an evening student. but sometimes I could make a day class?
Kathy Panzella> Bye for now.Pleease email me: panzella@access1.net with
enrolling info. Thanks,Kathy
Ena> It's been nice having you here Kathy...
Ena> Thanks for coming by!
kaye> bye
kaye> Any questions Bill?
Bill Evanochko> Kaye, did you see my question about the July 1st eclipse?
kaye> Ask again.
Bill Evanochko> July 1st eclipse at 10' Cancer will square my natal sun in
Capricorn at 10 degrees in my 4th house. What would you suggest?
kaye> You know there is very little research on the square.
kaye> What house will the eclipse be in?
Bill Evanochko> No I didn't.
Bill Evanochko> The eclipse will be in my 10th house.
kaye> Oh that means you will focus on your career and probably add to your
hobbies in a way that will turn that hobby into a new career.
Bill Evanochko> Also very close to a conjunction to my M.C.
Susan> The eclipse will oppose his natal Sun, not square it!
kaye> It will eventually conjunct it in 2001
Bill Evanochko> The only hobby that I have that much interest in is Astrology.
kaye> You might add this study in a way that will amaze you
Bill Evanochko> Your reading of that aspect is very much like the magi books see
it
kaye> I say amaze, because Capricorns are initiators and good at business.
Bill Evanochko> That's the only negative aspects? The ones involving Saturn?
Bill Evanochko> I guess that is that Cardinal quality
kaye> Saturn is trine now
Bill Evanochko> I have been thinking of retiring, but that isn't for another 3.5
years.
kaye> Taurus and Capricorn are earth signs very practical.
Bill Evanochko> And my goal was to become an Astrologer focusing in Financial
Astrology.
kaye> We all start at this profession very slowly.
kaye> I've been slowly focusing on financial astrology since 1978.
kaye> I had to learn natal first.

Bill Evanochko> I have been interested in Astrology since about 1982. But with
no teachers in this part of the country. The Internet was my saviour. Also Ena,
Cheryl, Susan.
kaye> But my Taurus planets think only of Money!
Bill Evanochko> Money is good. One of the problems with us chasing away money is
that we always look at it as bad.
kaye> And Ena suggesting I teach financial has forced me to systematize the mish
mash of learning I have gained from attending every astro-economics conference.
kaye> This is a new study and there is a lot of room for Financial Astrologers.
Bill Evanochko> I would love to attend one of those some time soon.
Bill Evanochko> When are you going to be in Canada, Toronto perhaps?
kaye> The next one is in Australia, so you'll have to save your mileage and
money.
Bill Evanochko> Been there, what a great country.
kaye> I'm saving mine. I think it will be Feb 2001.
Bill Evanochko> I certainly enjoyed the 11 days we were there. But you need
about 6 months to see it all.
Bill Evanochko> Kaye, do you use Chiron in Financial astrology?
kaye> I was there a week and can't wait to go back.
kaye> I have a pretty good stash of miles to work with.
kaye> No Chirons!
Bill Evanochko> O.K. One more question before I let you go.
kaye> maybe when Neptune goes into Pisces and medical stocks are important.
kaye> Medical stocks are at the same point as computers were 12 years ago.
kaye> Neptune means big money in financial astrology.
kaye> I think we are out of time.
Bill Evanochko> I have Mercury and my part of Fortune in my Fifth house. Mercury
is Quincunx to Saturn in the 12th. Do you think communications stocks would be
something I should look at?
kaye> Good idea Bill!
kaye> Time to sign off though.
Bill Evanochko> Cool. I will see you in September.
kaye> See ya in class one of these days soon!
Bill Evanochko> Have a great day.
kaye> bye
Susan> Thanks Kaye! Bye!

